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Abs_act Introduction
A computational study was performed to determine
the predictive capability of a Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes code (CFL3D) for two-dimensional and
three-dimensional multielement high-lift systems.
Three configurations were analyzed: a three-element
airfoil, a wing with a full span flap and a wing with a
partial span flap. In order to accurately model these
complex geometries, two different multizonal
structured grid techniques were employed. For the
airfoil and full span wing configurations, a chimera or
overset grid technique was used. The results of the
airfoil analysis illustrated that although the absolute
values of lift were somewhat in error, the code was able
to predict reasonably well the variation with Reynolds
number and flap position. The full span flap analysis
demonstrated good agreement with experimental
surface pressure data over the wing and flap.
Multiblock patched grids were used to model the partial
span flap wing. A modification to an existing patched-
grid algorithm was required to analyze the
configuration as modeled. Comparisons with
experimental data were very good, indicating the
applicability of the patched-grid technique to analyses
of these complex geometries.
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Many technologies must be successfully integrated
in the design of the next generation advanced subsonic
transport. Among these are wing design, propulsion
integration, design methodology and advanced high-lift
systems. As subsonic transport designs get larger and
issues such as airport tempo and noise abatement
procedures become more important, the design of
efficient high-lift systems becomes increasingly more
important for improving the take-off and landing phase
of the overall airplane mission. Additionally,
improvements made in the design of the cruise wings
also impacts the design of the high-lift system. Recently
developed wing design technology allows designers to
develop more efficient wings than those that exist on
current subsonic transports. The performance benefits
gained by this technology can be used to perform trade
studies to improve the overall aircraft system. One way
designers exploit these benefits is to reduce the size of
the wing (which can help reduce the cost of the
aircraft). This reduced wing area means the high-lift
system must work even harder to achieve the necessary
levels of lift to meet takeoff and landing requirements.
More efficient high-lift systems would allow designers
to take advantage of these new cruise wing designs.
Therefore, the understanding of and ability to analyze
these multielement high-lift systems is a problem that
must be solved in order to allow the aircraft designer to
develop a high-lift system which meets the required
performance levels while still designing a wing which
is easily integrated into the airplane configuration.
Researchers are currently investigating ways to use
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to improve the
aerodynamic performance of these multielement high-
lift systems. The difficulty in understanding and
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analyzingtheflowover a three-dimensional high-lift
system arises due to issues involving the complexity of
the geometries and flow fields. Typical high-lift systems
for current transport airplanes are geometrically
complex, often consisting of a leading-edge slat and a
multielement trailing edge flap system. Grid generation
is made difficult due to the complexity introduced by
the presence of the individual elements which must be
modeled. Additionally, the relative positions of the
elements in relation to the wing (gap distance, overhang
distance, flap deflection) must be accurately described
and modeled. The flowfieid is also complex, due in part
to the geometric complexity of the system. The flow
from neighboring elements have pronounced impacts
on the flow for other elements. If the flowfield is not
accurately predicted over one element, the entire
solution can be adversely affected. Another aspect of
the difficult nature of the flowfield involves the fact that
the geometries are operating in conditions which
generate high levels of lift. This often occurs at
moderately high angles of attack where viscous effects,
such as flow transition and separation, may dominate
the flowfield.
Researchers have attempted to approach the
problem of high-lift system analysis many different
ways. Some researchers have used inviscid
three-dimensional analysis to examine the three-
dimensional (3D) inviscid flow over typical transport
aircraft high-lift systems (refs. 1,2). Some have used a
combination of inviscid analysis with integral
boundary-layer corrections (refs. 3,4). Many have
approached the problem by performing Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes analyses of two-dimensional
(2D) airfoils (refs. 5-10) in order to understand the
fundamental issues that are common between two and
three-dimensional multielement flowfields. Two-
dimensional analysis allows the researcher to study grid
and flow solver issues on a slightly less complex level.
The time required to create a 2D grid and perform
multiple analyses is much less than that for a 3D grid.
This not only permits researchers the opportunity to
understand flow physics issues but also allows
designers to optimize the airfoil shapes. The knowledge
gained is then used for 3D design and analysis.
Two different types of grid schemes have been
investigated for the Navier-Stokes flow solvers. One
type is based on solving flows using structured grids to
model the geometry and the other uses unstructured
grids. Structured grid solvers are very robust, accurate
and efficient and have been used to analyze many
different types of geometries, both 2D and 3D.
Unfortunately it is often time consuming and
cumbersome to model complex high-lift systems using
these techniques, particularly for cases involving
geometry perturbations such as flap deflections and gap
and overhang differences. The complexity issue
becomes an even bigger challenge for 3D geometries.
Unstructured grid methods hold a lot of promise due to
the relative ease of grid generation and grid adaptation
capabilities. Unstructured grids seem ideally suited for
modeling very complex geometries. Although efficient,
robust three-dimensional unstructured grid Navier-
Stokes solvers are beginning to appear, all require
substantially more memory than their structured grid
counterparts. For large 3D problems, the memory
requirements are generally prohibitive.
One way to reduce the difficulty of using structured
grids to model complex geometries is to use multizonal
grid techniques. A common multizonal approach is to
use multiple-block grids with patching at grid
boundaries or interfaces. This has proven to be a very
robust and relatively efficient technique and has been
employed by many researchers on many complex
configurations. One of the common drawbacks is the
amount of time required to generate the individual grid
blocks and the requirement to insure that the grid
boundaries match. A variation of the multizonal
structured grid approach is known as the chimera 11 or
overset grid approach. This approach is based on
modeling geometries by creating as many individual
grids around the geometry as necessary. Theses grids
overlap each other and there is no attempt made to
match the grids at the boundaries. A software package
is then used to establish the necessary communication
between the individual grids. Grid generation is made
easier by the fact that each grid is generated
individually having to enforce matching of the
boundaries. Also, geometry perturbations are easily
accounted for by simply moving the individual grid and
rerunning the software that establishes the grid
communications. This technique has been used for both
2D and 3D geometries.
This paper describes the application of a Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes code in conjunction with two
different multizonat-grid techniques for analysis of
multielement flowfields. The Navier-Stokes code used
for this study can be employed in the 2D or 3D mode.
The first part of the paper describes the use of the
chimera grid technique for the analysis of a 2D airfoil
configuration. An assessment was made of the ability of
the code to analyze details of the flowfield and to
determine the sensitivity of the code to geometry and
Reynolds number variations. The second part of the
paper describes the use of the chimera technique for the
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analysis of a three-dimensional muitielement high-lift
wing with a full span flap. The third part of the paper
demonstrates the use of a multiblock patched grid
technique to analyze a high-lift wing with a partial span
flap. A modification to an existing patched grid
algorithm was developed in order to analyze the
configuration as modeled.
Numerical Method
All computations were carried out using the
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes code CFL3D. 12
CFL3D solves the unsteady, three-dimensional,
compressible Navier-Stokes equations in their thin-
layer approximation. The code employs an implicit,
approximately-factored (AF) algorithm to advance the
solution in time. The implicit spatial derivatives are
upwind-biased first-order accurate, which results in a
block tridiagonal inversion for each AF sweep. The
explicit spatial derivatives use third-order upwind-
biased differences for the inviscid terms, and second-
order central differences for the viscous terms. Since
spatial accuracy in the steady state is governed by the
treatment of the explicit terms, the code is second-order
accurate in space for steady flows. The upwind method
used in this study was flux-difference splitting (FDS),
although flux-vector splitting is also available in the
code. For flows in which only the steady state is of
interest (such as those considered here), savings in both
memory and CPU time are obtained (without loss of
accuracy) by using FDS in conjunction with a diagonal
scheme, so that only scalar tridiagonal inversions are
needed for each AF sweep. To accelerate convergence
to a steady state the code can make use of grid
sequencing, local time-stepping, and multigrid; the
latter two techniques were utilized for all computations
presented herein. For turbulent flows, CFL3D currently
employs a number of different turbulence models,
including Baidwin-Lomax, 13 Spalart-Allmaras 14 and
the k-o_ model of Menter. 15 All computations presented
in this paper were carried out using the one equation
Spalart-Allmaras model.
Grid generation was accomt_lished using a grid
generator known as GRIDGEN. 1° The user generates
algebraic grids on the faces of all the blocks (which are
then smoothed with an elliptic solver). The GRIDGEN
volume grid generator was then used to create the
volume grids from these face grids. As with the face
grids, the initial volume grid is generated using
algebraic techniques but is then smoothed using elliptic
solvers. For 2D calculations it was only necessary to
generate planar grids.
CFL3D employs a number of zonal decomposition
techniques to allow computations around arbitrary
configurations with structured grids. Zonal interfaces
may be point match (zones match exactly along a
common interface), patched (zones share a common
interface, but points do not need to match), or overset/
chimera (zones overlap and do not share a common
interface). All three types of zonal techniques have
been utilized in the present analysis.
For patched and overset zones, data transfer
between zones is accomplished by linear interpolation
in the computational coordinate system. The required
interpolation coefficients are obtained as a pre-
processing step to the flow computation. In the case of
overset grids, the interpolation stencils are generated by
a software package known as MAGGIE. 16 MAGGIE is
based on an early version of the program PEGSUS,
modified by researchers at Old Dominion University to
provide interpolation stencils at cell-center locations, as
required for CFL3D, rather than at grid node points.
More recently, the code has been modified to increase
the speed and generality of the code, as well as to
include two layers of fringe/outer boundary points for
second-order accuracy. In the case of patched grids, the
methods presented in reference 17 have been
incorporated into a preprocessor known as RONNIE.
For the current application to the partial span flap
configuration, a minor modification to the RONNIE
code was required, as discussed in the partial span flap
section of the Results portion of the paper.
Typical resource requirements for three-
dimensional computations using FDS and the diagonal
scheme are approximately 35 × 10-6 seconds/grid point/
iteration and 50 words/grid point using multigrid and a
one-equation turbulence model. In two dimensions,
approximately 15 x 10 -6 seconds/grid point/iteration
and I00 words/grid point are required; the higher
memory requirement on a per grid point basis in two
dimensions reflects a storage overhead that is generally
negligible in three dimensions.
Results
Tw9 Dimensional Airfoil
The geometry used for this study was a three
element airfoil (slat, main element, and flap) that was
designed by the Douglas Aircraft Company and tested
in the Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT) located
at the NASA Langley Research Center. The geometry
was sent to several universities, aerospace corporations,
and NASA sites as part of a NASA High-Lift CFD
Challenge Workshop in 1993. The purpose of the CFD
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Challengewasto definethestate-of-the-artin 2D
multielementairfoilpredictioncodes.Thisoptimized
airfoilandits extensivexperimentalaerodynamic
databaseis currentlybeingusedthroughoutthe
aerospaceindustryasa meansof calibratingCFD
codes.Theexperimentaldatabase,reportedonby
Chin,etai.,19includesforces,velocityprofiles,and
totalpressureprofilesfortwogeometriesatReynolds
numbersof5and9million.
Twoairfoilconfigurationswerestudiedin the
CFDChallengeandtheyhavebeengenerallyreferred
to asgeometryA andgeometryB. A list of the
characteristicsforthetwoairfoilsis listedinthetable
below.Theonlydifferencebetweenthetwoairfoilsis
thesizeofthegapbetweenthemainelementandthe
flap.GeometryB hasa smallincreasein flapgap
whencomparedwithgeometryA.Oneoftheissues
involvedin theCFDChallengewastodetermineif
theanalysiscodescouldpredictthedifferencein lift
thatis generatedforthisrelativelysmallchangein
geometry.Anadditionalpartof theChallengewasto
determineif thecodescouldpredictthechangesinlift
thatoccurasafunctionofReynoldsnumber.Forthis
papergeometryA was analyzedfor Reynolds
numbersbasedon chordof 5 and9 millionand
geometryBat9million.
Geometry A B
SlatDeflection -30° -30°
SlatGap 2.95% 2.95%
SlatOverhang -2.5% -2.5%
FlapDeflection 30° 300
FlapGap 1.27% 1.50%
FlapOverhang 0.25% 0.25%
A totalof fivegridswereusedto modelthe
3elementairfoil and are shownin fig.1 for
geometryA (forclarityonlyeveryothergridpointis
shown).Figurela andlb showthetwogridsthat
wereusedto modelthemainelementandmain
elementflapcoveregion.A C-grid,shownin fig.la,
wasusedaroundthemainelementandanH-grid
(fig.lb)wasusedtomodeltheregionfromthemain
elementflapcoveto thedownstreamextentof the
airfoilgrids.Thiswasdoneinanattempttoaccurately
modelnotonlythecoveregion'sbackwardfacing
stepbutalsoinordertoaccuratelysimulatetheflow
in theflapgapregion.Theslatandflapelementgrids
areshowninfig.lc. C-gridswereusedaroundtheslat
andflapandanH-gridwasusedto modeltheblunt
trailingedgeregionbehindtheflap.
Wind Tunnel Walls - There is some concern that
the wind tunnel wall corrections currently used in the
LTPT become inaccurate at high lift coefficients,
particularly near the maximum lift coefficient.
Therefore, the best way to calibrate a code with this
dataset is to use experimental data which has not been
corrected for wall interference or tunnel blockage
effects and model the wind tunnel walls. Cao 6
demonstrated the importance of modeling the wind
tunnel walls in order to make an accurate comparison
between computational results and experimental data.
Results from Cao have shown that with the wind tunnel
walls modeled, the location of the wake centerline is
deflected upwards to conform to the shape of the tunnel
walls. This effect would tend to keep the airfoil wake
located in approximately the same location in the tunnel
over a wide range of angle of attack. This allowed one
grid to be used for all angles of attack, while still
clustering the grid near the wake region. A plot of the
tunnel grid with the 3 element airfoil is shown in fig. 2.
The tunnel grid consists of 81 points in the streamwise
direction and 65 points across the entrance and exit
plane.
In addition to modeling the wind tunnel walls,
appropriate boundary conditions must be set on all four
boundaries of the grid. It was decided to model the
tunnel floor and ceiling as inviscid surfaces since the
boundary layer on the floor and ceiling are very thin
and the airfoil is sufficiently far from any wall boundary
layer that would exist. The downstream boundary
condition was set by specifying the tunnel back
pressure on the exit plane. This allowed for good
control of the Mach number in the test section by
simply varying the back pressure. The tunnel back
pressure was determined using isentropic, one-
dimensional flow equations (based on the desired test
section Mach number). A characteristic inflow-outflow
boundary condition was used for the tunnel inlet plane.
Grid Refinements - Rogers and Cao both discuss
the issue of grid quality and its effect on the solution;
not only the number of points but where they are
located (i.e., the grid distribution). For the present
analysis a similar study was conducted to investigate
improvements in the chimera hole cutouts, grid
clustering to better resolve the slat wake, and the effect
of grid density on the flow solution. The grid study was
computed for a = 16°, Reynolds number = 9 x 106,
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Machnumber= 0.2usingthegeometryA airfoil.Only
onechangewasmadeto thegridsat a time.This
allowedtheresultstobecomparedtopastsolutionsand
determinewhattheeffectof eachchangewas.This
approachallowedabetterunderstandingof theeffects
of differentgridsandof thefluidphysicsaroundthe
airfoil.
Figure3isaplotoftheoriginalgridthatwasused
to analyzethe airfoil and the resultingvelocity
magnitudecontours.Figure3aisacloseupofthemain
elementgridintheregioneartheslatrailingedgeand
themainelementwingunderslatsurface(wuss)region.
Thefigurealsoshowstheholecutoutthatwasmadein
themainelementgridto accountfor theslat.The
outlineoftheslatandslatgridisincludedtoshowthe
relativepositionandextentoftheslatgrid.Thevelocity
magnitudecontourscalculatedon themainelement
gridareplottedin fig.3b.An examinationf these
contoursshowlittleimpactof theslatflowfieldonthe
mainelementflowfieldimmediatelybehindtheslat,
with a slightly more influencefelt somewhat
downstreamof the slat. It is obviousthat the
momentumdeficitresultingfromtheslatwakethatwas
calculatedfromtheslatgridis notbeingaccurately
communicatedothemainelementgrid.
A numberof modificationsweremadeto the
originalgridstocorrectthisproblemandtoimprovethe
calculationsovertheentireairfoilgeometry.First,the
holecutoutinthemainelementgridduetotheslatwas
extendedfurtherdownstream.Thishadtheeffectof
producinga largeregionoverwhichcommunication
betweengridsoccur.After furtheranalysisof the
resultingsolutionit wasobservedthatthegridspacing
in this regionof the mainelementgrid wasnot
sufficienttoaccuratelyresolvetheslatwake.Tocorrect
thisproblem,pointswereclusteredinthemainelement
gridnearthepredictedslatwakelocation.Thiswas
accomplishedby usinga solution-adaptivegridcode
andmanuallyplacingasourcelinenearthelocationof
the slatwake.This sourcelinehadtheeffectof
clusteringpointsonthemainelementgridtoalocation
inthevicinityofwherethesourcelinewasplaced(i.e.,
in the regionof the slat wake).The preceding
modificationsdealtwithgridpointplacement.Another
issueisoverallgriddensity.A trade-offexistsbetween
computationalcostsandincreasingrid densityto
improvetheflowsolution.Theoriginalgridcontained
nearly70,000grid points.Forthepurposesof this
study,thegriddensitynormaltothesurfaceontheslat
andmainelementgridswasdoubled,resultinginagrid
whichhada totalgridsizeof approximately106,000
gridpoints.Thefinalgridandcomputedresultsare
showninfig.4(thegridsshowninfig.I arealsoofthis
finalgrid).Figure4ademonstratesthenewcutoutin
themainelementgrid,thegridpointclusteringin the
slatwakeregionandthedoublingof pointsin the
normaldirectionof themainelementgrid.Thereisa
muchmorepronouncedimpactof theslatwakeonthe
mainelementflowfieldusingthisnewgrid,asseenin
fig.4b.
A comparisonbetweencomputationaland
experimentalvelocityprofilesfortwolocationsonthe
geometryis shownin fig.5. Figure5a shows
comparisonsfora locationonthemainelementatthe
midchordandfig.5bis for theflapattheflapmid
chordlocation.Figure5a demonstratestheeffects
obtainedbythechangesthathavebeenmadetothegrid
onthemainelementflowfieldascomparedwiththe
originalgrid.Theresultsobtainedfromtheoriginalgrid
showtheslatwakeverypoorlyresolvedandanunder
predictionof theslatwakedeficit(similartowhatwas
seeninfig.3b).Thevelocityprofileobtainedusingthe
newgriddoesamuchbetterjobof resolvingtheslat
wake.Unfortunatelyit tendsto overpredictthewake
deficit.Similarresultscanbeseenin fig.5b.Againthe
newgridresolvesallthewakesbetterthantheoldgrid
butoverpredictsnotonlytheslatwakebutthemain
elementwakeovertheflapaswell.Otherauthorshave
alsoseenthissametendencytooverpredictthewake
deficits.
The pressuredistributionsaroundall three
elementswerealsomonitoredwitheachchangemade
to the grid. In all casestherewerevirtuallyno
discerniblechangestothedistributionsobserved.The
surfacepressurecomparisonbetweentheoryand
experimentfor the final grid is shown in
fig.6fort_= 16°, Reynolds number = 9 × 106, Mach
number=0.2. There is good comparison between
CFL3D and experiment for the flap surface pressures as
well as for the surface pressures on the compression
side of all three elements. The theory tends to slightly
over predict the slat and main element suction peaks
and the resulting adverse pressure gradient region. Even
though the overall level of the region is over predicted,
the character of the pressure distribution is well
predicted, including the change in shape of the
distribution at the end of the wuss region.
One parameter that was not varied in the grid
refinement study was the number of grid points used in
the circumferential direction. Rogers found that
although circumferential spacing is important, normal
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direction spacing seemed to have a greater impact on
the quality of the results.The number of grid points used
in the circumferential direction for this study is on the
order of that used by other researcher. 6'8 The over
prediction of the suction peak seems to indicate that
perhaps the circumferential spacing (distribution and/or
number of points) needs to be studied, particularly in
the leading edge region of the main element.
The total number of points used for the final 5 grids
modeling the airfoil configuration was 106,425 points.
The C-gird generated to model the main element
(fig. la) used 321 points in the circumferential direction
and 161 points in the normal directions. The H-grid for
the flap cove region (fig. lb) contained 97 points in the
streamwise direction and 65 points in the normal
direction. The C-grids for the slat and flap elements
(fig. lc) were dimensioned 225 x 145 and 225 x 65,
respectively (circumferential x streamwise). Finally,
the H-grid for the flap trailing edge region had 29 points
in the normal direction and 41 points in the streamwise
direction.
- The airfoil (geometry A) was
also analyzed for two different angles of attack for the
same conditions of Reynolds number (9 x 106) and
Mach number (0.2). The surface pressure distribution
for _ = 8° is shown in fig. 7a and for a = 21 ° in fig. 7b.
The same trends that were seen at ct = 16° are seen for
these two angles of attack. In all cases the lower surface
pressures compare well with experimental data and the
upper surface pressures are somewhat over predicted by
theory, particularly for the slat and main element. Again
the code does a very good job of picking up the
character of the upper surface pressure distribution
while being off by almost a constant increment in
pressure coefficient.
Figure 8 contains comparisons of the section lift
coefficients versus angle of attack for each of the three
elements as well as the total section lift coefficient for
this airfoil at a Reynolds number of 9 million. As
expected based on the pressure distribution
comparisons, the computed flap lift compares very well
with experiment over this range of alpha. The computed
slat lift is slightly over predicted and the main element
lift is significantly higher than experiment.
Additionally, there seems to be almost a constant
increment in lift between theory and experiment over
this angle of attack range with the difference in lift
being slightly larger at the higher alpha. While the
absolute level of the computed lift may not be in precise
agreement with the data, the fact that the difference
between computation and experiment remains
relatively invariant with angle of attack suggests that
trends can be reliably detected from the computations.
Effects Due To Reynolds Number and Fl_Ip
- As stated earlier, two different Reynolds
numbers and flap locations (involving a change in flap
gap only) were tested. While absolute values of the
results are most desirable, an almost equal desire is to
be able to predict the trends caused by changes in
Reynolds number and flap position. If the
computational method can accurately predict these
trends, designers of high-lift systems can use these
methods to investigate flap position change sensitivity
and to extrapolate wind tunnel results (which are often
at less than flight Reynolds number) to flight Reynolds
number conditions. The previous analysis was done for
geometry A at a Reynolds number based on chord of
9 million. For the purpose of examining the above
trends, the geometry A airfoil was analyzed at a
Reynolds number of 5 million and the geometry B
airfoil was analyzed at a Reynolds number of 9 million.
The results of these analyses are seen in fig. 9.
Figure 9a is a comparison between experimental data
and CFL3D results for section lift coefficient versus
angle of attack for geometry A at a Reynolds number of
5 million while 9b is for the geometry B airfoil at a
Reynolds number of 9 million. Both figures
demonstrate the same trends that were seen for the
geometry A airfoil at a Reynolds number of 9 million.
The flap lift comparisons are very good and the slat
comparisons are only slightly off. Just as with the
previous results, the calculated main element lift values
are higher than experiment and also as before, the
difference appears to be an almost constant increment
with slightly larger differences seen at o_= 21°.
The experimental and theoretical trends of lift
versus angle of attack are seen in fig. 10. In fig. 10
there are two trends plotted. The trend labeled A9-A5 is
the difference between the lift coefficient for
geometry A at a Reynolds number of 5 million and the
lift coefficient for geometry A at a Reynolds number of
9 million (Reynolds number trend). Similarly the trend
labeled A9-B9 is the difference between the lift
coefficient for geometry B and the lift for geometry A,
both at a Reynolds number of 9 million (flap rigging
trend). The code correctly predicts that as Reynolds
number is increased (A9-A5) there is an increased level
of lift generated on the airfoil. The theory does however
under predict the amount of this lift increment. The
code tends to do a better job picking up the effect of the
flap rigging change (A9-B9) with some discrepancy at
or=21 °.
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Three Dimensional Win_
One of the primary objectives of this research is to
evaluate and develop techniques which would enable a
researcher to analyze a complex three-dimensional
multielement high-lift system on a subsonic transport
configuration. The analysis of the airfoils, discussed in
the previous section, was done in part to gain
experience and confidence with issues that occur on
two and three-dimensional problems. In this section,
three-dimensional high-lift systems that were analyzed
using structured grid techniques will be discussed. A
wing based on a NACA 0012 airfoil section with a
single element Fowler flap was analyzed. Both full span
and partial span flap configurations were investigated.
The experimental data of Weston 20 was used for
comparison of the partial span flap configuration. For
the full span flap, the experimental data obtained by
Applin 21 was used for comparison with computational
results.
Full $p_n Flap Configuration - The configuration
chosen for the initial three-dimensional analysis was
the full span Fowler flap wing. The model span was
9.68 feet and the chord for the stowed configuration
was 3.28 feet. The flap had a 1 percent (based on
stowed chord) overhang, a 2.5 percent (again based on
stowed chord) gap between the flap and main element
and was deflected nominally 30 degrees. The wing was
tested in a semispan mode in the 14 x 22 Foot Subsonic
Tunnel at the NASA Langley Research Center as
shown in fig. 1la. Since the configuration was mounted
on the floor of the tunnel, during the test a floor
boundary layer removal system was used to reduce the
effect of the floor boundary layer on the model
flowfield. A description of the tunnel and boundary
layer removal system can be found in reference 22. The
model was equipped with 600 pressure taps at 10 span
locations along the wing (fig. lib). Additionally, a
wake rake consisting of seven parallel 5-hole probes
was used to measure wake velocity and pressure in the
flowfield downstream of the models tested.
For this configuration a chimera grid technique was
chosen. As with the airfoil analysis, the first step was to
generate a grid around the different elements. In this
case volume grids were created for the main element
and Fowler flap. The main element grid consisted of
321 points around the airfoil, 49 points along the span
and 81 points in the normal direction from the surface,
with the outer boundary located 20 chords from the
surface of the airfoil. The flap had 121, 49 and 33 points
around the airfoil, out the span and in the normal
direction, respectively. The combined grids used a total
of 1.47 million grid points. The grid spacing was
clustered in the normal direction to insure a maximum
y+ value of 1.The chimera preprocessing code
MAGGIE was again used to create the appropriate
"holes" and interpolation stencils. Figure 12 shows the
final grid including the main element and flap surface
grids, a streamwise plane of the main element grid
(with a hole cut out for the flap) shown on the plane of
symmetry and a grid plane from the flap grid (with a
hole cut out for the main element) shown about 2/3 of
the way out toward the tip of the flap. These grids were
then analyzed using CFL3D for a Reynolds number of
3.3 × 106, at a Mach number of 0.15, and angles of
attack of 4 and 8 degrees. It should be pointed out that
for this study the wind tunnel walls were not modeled,
and the floor of the tunnel was treated as an inviscid
plane of symmetry.
A comparison between theory and experiment for
the surface pressure distributions is shown in fig. 13.
Figure 13a contains comparisons at five semispan
locations (_ = y/b, where b= 116.01 inches is the model
semispan) on the wing for oc = 4° and a plot of the
airfoil section of the main element and flap. The flap
and flap pressures have been unrotated and translated
downstream for clarity. The comparisons are very good
for all the semispan locations with some degradation of
the agreement near the wing tip. The main element and
flap leading edge suction peaks are well captured by the
code as are the overall levels of surface pressure. The
only significant differences occur near the trailing edge
of the main element, the upper surface pressure
distribution on the flap and the flap pressures near the
tip of the wing. There is an expansion near the trailing
edge of the main element that is not accounted for by
the code. This expansion is most likely due to the
influence of the flap on the main element. It is possible
that if the hole cut out on the grids or the grid density in
the trailing edge/flap-gap region were changed, the
expansion might be better predicted. The code does a
good job picking up the separation that occurs on the aft
portion of the flap but does tend to slightly under
predict the level of pressure on the upper surface of the
flap. The rapid expansions of pressure out near the tip
of the wing indicate the presence of wing tip and flap
tip vortices. The code does a good job of picking up the
wing tip expansions on the upper surface of the main
element and does pick up the character of the pressure
distribution for the flap surface pressure but over
predicts the peak and recovery of the pressure on the
flap tip. These same comparisons between theory and
experiment can be seen for the oc = 8° case shown in
fig. 13b.
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To get a better idea of the surface flowfield
characteristics for this wing at these two angles of
attack, surface streamlines were plotted on a grid plane
just off the surface of the configuration (fig. 14). The
surface streamlines indicate that the flow is basically
streamwise on most of the main element for ¢t -- 40
(fig. 14a). The streamlines also show significant turning
of the flow around the wing tip indicative of a wing tip
vortex. The streamlines for the flap show a significant
separated flow region that occurs near the 50% flap
chord location and continues over the entire span of the
flap. This separated region diminishes slightly near the
wing tip. Near the tip of the flap a rapid turning of the
flow is evident as is a separation line, indicating the
presence of a flap tip vortex. These same trends occur at
= 8° with a slightly larger region of separated flow on
the flap (fig. 14b). These trends correlate well with the
surface pressure data of fig. 13.
As mentioned previously, wake pressure data were
taken during the test. Qualitative comparisons made
between the theoretical results and off body pressure
data should give some additional insight into the ability
of the code to analyze the wakes and tip vortices being
shed from the main element and flap. Figure 15 shows
a comparison of computed and measured total pressure
coefficient contours for two locations behind the
configuration at t_ = 4°. The origin of the coordinate
system used for the wake rake system is located at the
flap trailing edge. Therefore x/c = 0.1 is 0.1 chords
behind the flap trailing edge and z/c = 0.0 is located at
the same height as the flap trailing edge. The
experimental data for x/c = 0.1 indicates the presence of
two vortices (as expected from the previous
discussions). The corresponding computational results
show a slightly elongated pressure contour but do not
show the presence of two distinct vortices. After further
examination of these contours overlaid on top of the
grids in this region it was apparent that the grid density
off the surface of the flap was not sufficient to resolve
these two distinct vortices. The presence of the two
vortices was seen close to the location where they were
formed but they quickly merge into one. Great care
must be taken during the grid generation process to
place a sufficient number of points in this region to
allow resolution of these distinct vortices. Examples
such as this one (and the airfoil wakes discussed above)
indicate the importance of developing automatic grid
adaptation techniques that can cluster points in areas
of high flow gradients. At x/c = 0.5 (fig. 15b) the
experimental data seem to indicate the two vortices are
beginning to merge together. The computational results
again show only the presence of a single vortex.
Partial Span Flap Configuration - The partial span
flap wing tested by Weston was also analyzed using
CFL3D. The configuration is similar to the full span
flap wing except that the outboard 58% of the wing has
the flap in the stowed position. All other aspects of the
configuration are the same, including the flap
deflection, overhang, gap and pressure tap locations. A
photograph of the wing mounted in the 14 x 22 Foot
Subsonic Tunnel is shown in fig. 16. As with the full
span flap configuration, the wind tunnel test was run
with the tunnel floor boundary layer removal system on.
Surface pressure and wake pressure data were again
taken during the test.
A partial view of the grids used to analyze the
configuration are shown in fig. 17. There were a total of
five C-grids used to model this geometry; three for the
inboard multielement region, one for the outboard
stowed flap region and one for the wing tip. The three
grid blocks used in the flap region consisted of an inner
grid around the main element (321 points
circumferentially, 33 normal, 33 spanwise), an inner
grid around the flap (193 x 49 x 33) and an outer grid
(337 × 49 x 33) that enclosed the two inner grids. This
arrangement was necessary in order to insure good grid
resolution of the individual elements. Point to point
matching along the grid boundaries was used for the
three blocks that model this inboard region. A fourth
grid was used to represent the wing in the region from
the spanwise discontinuity of the wing to the beginning
of the wing tip and consisted of 337 x 81 x 33 points
(circumferential, normal and spanwise). A fifth and
final block was used to model the wing tip and the
flowfieid outboard of the wing tip. Again this block had
337 points circumferentially and 81 points in the
normal direction. There were a total of 25 spanwise
points with 9 points on the wing tip. Figure 17 shows
the plane of symmetry grid and the surface grids for the
inboard multielement region and the outboard portion
of the configuration. The complete grid consisted of
2.79 million grid points.
For the partial span flap configuration, the flap and
outboard undeflected wing section meet along an
essentially gapless interface in the spanwise direction.
Two different approaches may be taken to model the
spanwise geometry discontinuity along this streamwise
flap/undeflected wing section juncture (referred to in
the rest of this paper as the "juncture region"). The first
is to widen the gap enough to allow one or more grid
zones to be placed between the flap and the outboard
wing. The second approach, adopted here, is to reduce
the gap to zero so that the flap zone and outboard wing
zone are patched along a common interface in the
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junctureregion.Thismakesthegridgenerationtask
muchsimpler,butintroducesaslightcomplicationfor
thepatched-gridpreprocessor.
Figure18illustratesthesituationthatariseswhen
attemptingto transferdatafromthegridsurrounding
theoutboardundeflectedwing(donormesh)totheflap
grid.Althoughnotshown,a similarsituationarises
whentransferringdatafrom theflap grid to the
outboardwinggrid.In general,foreachcellcenterin
thereceivingmesh(e.g.,theflapgrid),asearchismade
in thedonormeshto findtheappropriatec llfrom
whichtherequiredatamaybeinterpolated.However,
inthesituationillustratedinfig.18,anumberofcellsin
theflapgridlieoutsidethedomainof thedonormesh
(i.e.,insidetheoutboardwing),andhencecannotbe
foundbythesearchalgorithm.Ordinarily,thiswould
causethe searchalgorithmto fail; however,the
algorithmwasmodifiedto simplymarksuchcellsas
being"found"inanon-existingblock(e.g.,block0),
andtobegiveninterpolationcoefficientsofzero.These
"orphan"pointsarethenoutputalongwiththepoints
havingvalidinterpolationcoefficients(i.e.,thosethat
wereactuallyfoundin thedonormesh)to a zonal
interpolationfilethatisusedbytheflowsolver.CFL3D
is codedin sucha way that physicalboundary
conditions(e.g.,noslip,inflow/outflow,etc.)areset
first,thenthezonalinterpolationfilesarereadinand
usedtosettheboundaryconditions,viainterpolation,
forallpointscontainedin thezonalinterpolationfiles.
Thusthe techniqueusedfor settingtheboundary
conditionsontheflapedgeistofirstsettheentireflap
facetonoslip.Whenthezonalinterpolationfileisread
in,thepointsthatgetinterpolatedfrombonefideblocks
(e.g.,blocknumbers> 0) will overwritetheno-slip
valueswithdatainterpolatedfromthedonormesh.
Becausetheorphanpointsareidentifiedwitha non-
existingdonorblock,they,in fact,nevergetchanged
fromtheirno-slipvalues.Thusthefinal boundary
conditionsontheedgeoftheflapgridareasshownin
fig.18:noslipforthosepointsthatlieontheedgeof
thejunctureregionbutinsidethecurvedefiningthe
outboardwingsurface,andinterpolationfromthe
outboardwinggridforthosepointslyingoutsidethe
curvedefiningthesurface.
Whiletheproceduredescribed above formally
enforces the no-slip condition in the correct location,
any boundary layer on the edge of the flap will only be
accurately captured if the spanwise spacing in this
region is sufficiently fine. For the grids considered in
this study, the spanwise spacing near the juncture
region was very coarse, and so the flap and outboard
wing edges are effectively inviscid.
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A comparison between theory and experiment for
the surface pressure distributions is shown in fig. 19.
Figure 19a contains surface pressure distribution
comparisons at four semispan locations on the wing for
a = 4°, two of which are located inboard of the juncture
region and two outboard. The juncture region is at a
semispan location (1]) of 0.58. Plots of the airfoil
sections for the flap region and stowed flap region of
the wing are shown for illustrative purposes. The flap is
translated downstream for clarity. The code does a very
good job of predicting the pressure distributions at all
four locations shown. These computations even pick up
the slight expansion near the trailing edge that is
caused by the presence of the flap flowfield (TI = .185
and r] = .472). There is some slight under prediction of
the pressure peaks on the leading edge of the flap but
this is most likely a result of poor flap leading edge
definition. The computations also pick up the region of
separated flow that exists near the trailing edge of the
flap. Similar comparisons can be seen for the a = 12°
case. It should be noted that the pressure distribution
comparisons are very good even near the juncture
region (comparisons at 1"1= .472 and 1] = .601 ).
The surface streamline patterns (fig. 20)
demonstrate the three dimensional nature of the surface
flowfield for o_= 4° and t_ = 12°. For the 4 degree case,
fig. 20a, the separated region of flow on the flap is quite
evident. Unlike the full span flap case, this separation
region is slightly further aft on the flap and involves
more spanwise variation. The separation region
diminishes dramatically as the juncture region is
approached. There is also some turning of the flowfield
on the outboard undeflected wing near this juncture
region. As in the full span flap case, there is significant
turning of the flow around the tip of the wing indicative
of a wing tip vortex. These same trends become more
pronounced at t_ = 12°. The separation region is slightly
smaller on the flap and there appears to be a small
region of separated flow near the trailing edge on the
outboard portion of the wing near this juncture region.
In addition, there is more turning of the flow near the
wing tip than there was at 4 degrees angle of attack.
Wake rake measurements were also taken during
the test of this partial span flap configuration and a
comparison between computationally and
experimentally obtained total pressure coefficient
contours is shown for two locations downstream of the
wing for ¢t = 4 °. The origin of the wake rake system is
again centered at the flap trailing edge location. The
comparisons are very good for an x/c location of 0.1
(fig. 21a). The code has properly captured both the
horizontal and vertical position of wing tip vortex and
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thevortex that originates from the flap. The code also
predicts the proper location of the wakes from the flap
and outboard wing trailing edges. These same good
correlations are seen even at an x/c location of 0.5
(fig. 21b) with a possible small discrepancy between
the size of the vortices computed with the code
compared with the experimentally measured data. The
grid density is beginning to decrease in this region
resulting in slightly less resolution of the vortices.
Again, in light of the approximations that were
employed in the implementation of this new technique,
these results are very encouraging as to the applicability
of the preprocessor modifications for analyzing these
partial-span configurations.
Summarv
A computational study was performed to determine
the predictive capability of a Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes code (CFL3D) for two-dimensional and
three-dimensional multielement high-lift systems.
Three configurations were analyzed: a three-element
airfoil, a wing with a full span flap and a wing with a
partial span flap. In order to accurately model these
complex geometries, two different multizonal
structured grid techniques were employed. For the
airfoil and full span wing configurations, a chimera or
overset grid technique was used. Multibiock patched
grids were used to model the partial span flap. A
modification to an existing patched-grid algorithm was
required to analyze the configuration as modeled.
The three element airfoil computations were
performed using a total of six grids; five representing
the airfoil geometry and one grid to simulate the wind
tunnel. A grid refinement study was conducted to
improve the results, particularly the communication
between the slat flowfield and the main element
flowfield. It was found that improving the shape of the
chimera hole cut out and improving the grid density and
distribution had a dramatic effect on the downstream
flowfield velocity profiles. Although the correct
characteristics of the flowfield were obtained by the
analysis, the pressure distributions and integrated lift
coefficient values were somewhat over predicted in this
study. A comparison of the lift versus angle of attack
for each individual element showed that the greatest
discrepancy between theory and experiment occurred
for the main element. One possible explanation might
be the grid distribution in the leading edge region of the
main element and may require different clustering of
the grid in the circumferential direction. Even though
the absolute values of lift were somewhat in error, the
code was able to predict reasonably well the variations
with Reynolds number and flap position.
The application of the chimera technique to the
analysis of a simple wing with a full span Fowler flap
was analyzed for a Mach number of 0.15 and angles of
attack of 4 and 8 degrees. The experimental and
computational surface pressure distributions agree very
well over the entire wing. The code was able to
accurately compute the leading edge suction peaks for
both elements and did a good job predicting the effect
of the tip vortices on the two elements.
Computationaily obtained surface streamlines
demonstrated the presence of a separated flow region
on the aft portion of the flap which agreed well with
trends indicated by the surface pressure distributions.
Qualitative comparisons were made between
experimentally obtained wake pressure measurements
and those predicted by the code. Although the code
predicted the general location of the vortices that are
shed from the wing tip and flap tip, at the location
where the experimental data are taken, the grids were
not sufficiently dense to resolve the two distinct
vortices.
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A partial span flap wing configuration was
analyzed using a multiblock grid technique. The
geometry was modeled using a total of five C-grids;
three for the inboard multielement region of the wing,
one for the outboard undeflected flap region of the wing
and one for the wing tip. Point to point matching was
used for the three blocks used to model the inboard
region. Rather than try to enforce point to point
matching across the spanwise discontinuity in the
geometry between the inboard and outboard part of the
wing, patching was used between the different grid
blocks at that interface. A modification was made to the
patched-grid preprocessor to account for this spanwise
variation in the grids without requiring the user to
explicitly model the side of the flap and allowing a zero
gap between the multielement portion of the wing and
the stowed flap portion of the wing. This greatly
simplified the grid generation task. The results obtained
from CFL3D using these modifications are very good.
Surface pressure distribution comparisons between
theory and experiment demonstrated very good
correlation between the two, even near the region of the
geometry discontinuity. The code also predicted very
reasonable surface streamline patterns and predicted
areas of separated flow on the flap and on the main
wing near the partial span flap juncture. Wing tip and
flap tip vortices downstream of the configuration are
also well predicted by the code. These results are very
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
encouraging,indicatingtheapplicabilityofthepatched-
gridtechniquetoanalysesofthesecomplexgeometries.
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Fig.I a.3element airfoil main element grid. Fig lc. 3 element airfoil slat, flap and flap trailing edge
grids.
Fig lb. 3 element airfoil cove grid. Fig. 2 Tunnel grid.
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Fig.3a.Originalmainelementgrid. Fig.4a.Finalmainelementgrid.
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Fig. 3b. Velocity magnitude contours for the original
grid, or= 16, M= .2, Re=9× 106.
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Fig. 4b. Velocity magnitude contours for the final grid,
tX=I6, M=.2, Re=9x10 6 .
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Fig.1la.Fullspanflapwinginstalledinthe
14x 22FootSubsonicTunnel.
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Fig. 16. Partial span flap wing mounted in the
14 x 22 Foot Subsonic Tunnel
Fig. 17. Partial view of partial span flap configuration
grids.
Fig. 18. Partial span flap juncture region interpolation
scheme.
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Fig. 19a. Pressure distribution for the partial span flap wing, ot = 4 °.
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Fig. 20a. Surface streamlines for the partial span flap
wing, tx = 4°.
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Fig. 21a. Total pressure coefficient contours, ct = 4°,
O. I c aft of the flap trailing edge.
Fig. 20b. Surface streamlines for the partial span flap
wing, ot = 12 °.
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Fig. 21 b. Total pressure coefficient contours, oc = 4°,
0.5c aft of the flap trailing edge.
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